FUJISAN BREAD
(from BakeStreet)
400 g strong/bread flour
100 g cake flour
220-250 g water (you will use 220 to begin with, hold the rest)
75 g sugar
50 g tangzhong (recipe below)
1 egg
20 g milk powder
30 g condensed milk
40 g unsalted butter at room temperature
5 g dry yeast
7 g salt
250 g cold unsalted butter (to laminate)
for tangzhong (water roux):
9 g plain flour
44 g water
DAY ONE:
Make tangzhong. In a small saucepan pour the water together with the flour,
place on low heat and stir with the help of a whisk. Cook, stirring constantly,
until it thickens slightly. Remove from heat and pour into an airtight container.
Cover and let cool completely. Once the tangzhong is completely cold, make
the dough. Tangzhong is a Japanese method of adding cooked flour to bread
dough. It provides a creamy texture and allows the bread to stay fresh longer.
Set aside a tablespoon of water to dissolve the yeast. In the bowl of the stand
sift both types of flour, along with 220 g of water, egg , milk powder, prepared
(cold) tangzhong, condensed milk, sugar and salt. Knead with the dough hook
at low-speed until the dough is well-developed, about 15 minutes.
Add half of the butter and knead again until completely integrated. Add the
remaining butter and the yeast dissolved in the tablespoon of water, and again
knead until fully incorporated. At this point, if you think the dough can absorb
more water, add a bit more up to a maximum of 30g. My dough was good
without it. The dough should feel very soft but slightly sticky to the touch.

Remove the dough from the bowl, make a ball and place it in an airtight
container, previously greased, until it grows by one-third of the volume, about
2 hours. Retard it in the fridge overnight.
DAY TWO:
Make the butter sheet.
Prepare a sheet of parchment and draw a square of 9 inches in the center. Flip
the parchment around so that the drawing is at the bottom. Place the butter cut
in flat pieces in the center of the square as shown in the composite photo. Add a
sheet of parchment on top, and beat the butter with a rolling-pin. Your goal is
to stretch it a little, but don’t worry yet about filling the space of the square. As
the butter stretches a bit, fold the parchment sheets together using the
dimensions of the square you drew. Now roll the butter with the rolling-pin
until it covers that exact area, as uniformly in thickness as possible. Freeze if
while you roll the dough out.
Take the dough out of the fridge and roll it over a lightly floured surface to a
rectangle of 18 by a little over 9 inches (you want to enclose the dough in it, so
make it a bit wider than 9 inches. Remove the butter from the freezer. If it is
too hard, wait a few minutes until it is a bit flexible (if you roll it around the
edge of your table, it should not break, but bend nicely).
Place the butter in the center of the dough, so that the width of the butter and
the width of the dough is about the same, with just a bit of dough hanging at the
edge. Fold the ends of the dough on the butter, bringing them to meet in the
center (you should have about 4.5 inches on each side of the butter block. Pinch
the dough to enclose the butter, in the center and all around the upper and lower
edges. Roll the dough again to 18 by a little over 9 inches. Fold in thirds, like
an envelope, with the long edge facing you. This is the first fold. Refrigerate
for 20 to 30 minutes. Roll the dough again to 18 by 9 inches. Use flour on the
surface, but not too much. Move the dough around to make sure it does not
stick.
Do two more folds exactly the same way, refrigerating after each one. After
the third and last fold, refrigerate the dough for 30 to 40 minutes, then roll out
to a rectangle of 14 by 8 inches. Use a pizza roller to cut the edges so that you
expose the lamination, and correct any problems with the dimensions.
To make the smaller rolls, cut strips that are about 1.2 inches thick, then use
two strips to make a braid. As you form the braid, keep the laminated part

facing always up (see the photo). Roll the braid keeping the ends underneath,
and place inside any baking container that will fit them snuggly. I used 4 inch
springform pans lined with parchment.
To make the loaves, roll the dough tightly, jelly-roll style, then cut slices. Add
them to any container that will seem a bit tight to hold them. This will force the
dough to expand up during baking, giving the bread its characteristic look.
Let the shaped breads proof for 3 hours at room temperature, then bake in 400
F oven for 10 minutes, reduce the temperature to 375 F, and bake for 20 more
minutes.
Cool for 10 minutes before removing from the baking pans, and cool
completely before slicing.

